
 

1. “The subjective experience [of] an audience” is an incomplete statement without defining “audience.”  For 

this paper, audience will refer to intelligent concertgoers who may or may not have experience as musicians.  

These people enjoy art music and string quartet music, and they have heard much of it; but, as is common, they 

are more familiar with Beethoven than Berg.  They are open to the possibility of enjoying Schoenberg’s work, 

but they have not heard much of it; if they ever studied it, they never reached the level of a scholar who can 

understand the Fourth Quartet’s construction and can derive pleasure from listening to music they know to be 

highly intelligent. 
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Arnold Schoenberg is a figure in music history whose work challenged traditional ideals 

and expanded the concept of “art music.”  Bailey (1998) notes how Schoenberg faced 

considerable pushback and low public support during his life.  Many other historical innovators 

who were similarly disliked, such as Bach and Debussy, are now looked upon in high esteem—

but division over Schoenberg’s work persists.  The disdain for Schoenberg’s work is perplexing, 

considering the high amount of praise that has been heaped upon him by scholars.  This puzzle 

poses a question:  Can Schoenberg’s work be enjoyed if it is not understood?  Reviewing the 

writing of Haimo (1998) and Haimo and Johnson (1984) shows that academic works on 

Schoenberg focus on his development of a mature 12-tone method.  These works are verbose and 

highly intellectual, analyzing the construction of tone rows, the partitioning of rows among 

voices, the roles of inversion and development, etc.  I believe these analytical ventures are 

accurate but incomplete:  They ignore the subjective experience an audience1 has when listening 

to Schoenberg’s work.  In this paper, I analyze broad aesthetic aspects of the first movement of 

Schoenberg’s Fourth String Quartet to illuminate how the work’s immediate effect on its 

audience contributes to its place in the string quartet canon.  In this way, my approach can be 

considered phenomenological.  I argue that Schoenberg’s treatment of melody and use of varied 

textures create an enjoyable experience even without a knowledge of the piece’s mature 12-tone 

construction. 
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Scholarly studying of Schoenberg’s harmony is assuredly warranted.  Haimo (1998) 

explains how Schoenberg developed a method of using 12-tone rows to create unified and 

meticulously structured yet flexible musical material that serves multiple harmonic functions.  

The defining features of Schoenberg’s mature compositional style (from which, the Fourth 

Quartet comes) are his specific choice of row forms, choice of note groups within those forms, 

and ability to use those choices to create coherent “tonal areas” that define the formal structure of 

his works.  For any one tone row, a large number of row forms (transpositions, inversions, etc.) 

can be constructed.  In the Fourth Quartet, Schoenberg limited himself to four forms at any one 

time:  A principle form and its retrograde, the inversions of the principle transposed up 5 

semitones, and a retrograde of the transposed inversion—I will refer to these forms as P-0, R-0, 

I-5, and RI-5, respectively (see figure 1).

   

Figure 1 – The four related row forms which Schoenberg uses at any one time.  This example shows the 

principle row form (P-0) from which the entire piece’s tonal fabric is derived. 
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These row forms are chosen for a very specific reason:  Any row can be broken into groups of its 

first and last six notes; these groups are called hexachords.  Each row form listed above has the 

same hexachords (though, the hexachords may be in opposite order, and the notes will be 

rearranged within the hexachords themselves).  In figure 2, it is clear that the first hexachord of 

P-0 has the same notes as the second hexachord in I-5 (and none of the notes of the first I-5 

hexachord).  If P-0 were to be played at the same time as I-5, then the first hexachord of each 

row form would combine so that all 12 chromatic tones are played.  This combination would 

occur again as the second hexachords are played, all while each row form itself completes 

playing all 12 tones (see figure 2).   

 

Figure 2 – Schoenberg’s specific choice of row form combinations allows him to state row forms linearly 
in one voice and harmonically as a polyphonic combination of multiple voices, creating a tonal “fabric.” 

 

The ability to express row forms linearly in one voice while also expressing the row forms 

polyphonically as a combination of hexachords is the core of Schoenberg’s mature method.  

With this ability, Schoenberg constructs tonal fabrics that are built around one row form.  Tonal 

fabrics change to define sections of the piece and its eventual harmonic quasi-resolution. This 
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harmonic language is unified, consistent, and intelligently constructed, but it is also difficult to 

define.  This paragraph only scratches the surface of Schoenberg’s conventions, meaning a fuller 

explanation is outside the scope of this paper.  Such a unified structure, however, does not 

translate into a feeling of unity for an audience, as the complexity of the structure is outside the 

audience’s understanding, especially in light of the work’s constant dissonance (as compared to 

more traditional works).  More visceral aspects of the music, which I will describe next, have a 

greater impact on the audience’s experience. 

Schoenberg’s construction and placement of melodies in the Fourth Quartet makes the 

melodies clearly recognizable.  Three main melodies are used throughout the work, the first of 

which is stated by the first violin in the first six measures.  The melody is continuous, 

exemplifying, as Haimo (1998) describes, the common practice in Schoenberg’s mature works of 

fully stating a central row form early in a piece as a melody in one voice.  Each of the melodies 

has a unique character.  The first melody is demonstrative and self-assured—it employs duple 

rhythms, repeated notes, and a strong emphasis on beats 1 and 3 of the common time meter.  

Within any one half of a measure, only one rhythmic motive is used, whether it be a half note, 

two slurred quarter notes, or four eighth note values (see figure 3).  Also notable is the timing 

with which notes change in the 4-eighth note patterns:  The first three eighth notes repeat the 

same pitch, and the pitch of the last note is different.  The motives I have described are indeed 

harmonic, but they are recognizable more by their shape than by their specific pitch content.  

Later statements and variations of the melody reinforce these concepts strongly.  From m. 95 to 

98, the melody is stated in the cello in transposed inversion, and some aspects of the melodic 

shape are altered by octave displacement.  However, the rhythmic patterns described above 

remain constant, allowing the audience to perceive the melody.  From m. 239-253, the  
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Figure 3 – In mm. 1-6, the first violin states a distinctive and continuous main melody.  Note the melody’s 

rhythms, style, and melodic direction, and note the 1-vs.-3 texture which makes the melody easily found. 

 

melody is split between two voices, and its harmonic motion becomes increasingly convoluted 

and distant from the original row form—the rhythm and shape of the melody, then, are what 

allow listeners to identify the material as derived from the first theme.  The second theme is 

stated first in the viola from m. 66-71, this theme uses triplet rhythms and faster harmonic 

motion to create a feeling of emotional unease.  The demonstrative repeated note values of the 

first theme are replaced by drawling legato lines that alternate unevenly between steadiness and 

wandering.  This shift in character and use of different rhythms sets the second theme apart more 

than its changes in pitch content.  The third theme lies somewhere in between the first two—it is 

lyric, but powerfully so.  First stated by the violin from m. 116-121, this theme is characterized 
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by its core rhythmic pattern:  A long held tone is followed by syncopated rhythms which lead to 

an eighth note on a downbeat followed by a second long tone (on which, the pattern restarts).  

The eighth-note-long-tone rhythm is made even more striking by the half-step difference in pitch 

between the two rhythms, making the figure reminiscent of a sob.  The differences in style and 

emotional affect of each melody allows the audience to pick them out even as they change 

harmonically or are placed in odd locations, such as when melodies are layered. 

The layering of melodies moves this discussion into that of Schoenberg’s textures.  These 

textures serve many roles; for this paper, I will focus on how the textures highlight the melodies 

and provide interesting contrapuntal variety.  In broad terms, the texture is fairly similar 

throughout the work.  All four string instruments are playing at most times, and they are usually 

in counterpoint.  Rarely does one instrument play a static line—in fact, the melody examples 

above are some of the least dynamic lines in the work.  Schoenberg’s near constant use of 

disjunct, highly rhythmic, and broken accompaniment lines allows the more continuous melody 

lines to shine through.  The opening melody is established in a 1-vs.-3 texture, where all 3 

accompanying lines are playing in rhythmic unison (see figure 3).  This straightforward texture 

brings the melody lines to the fore.  At m. 21, the texture shifts suddenly into one of 4-part 

imitation.  The texture in the following section is much less clear than the texture of the opening.  

Shifts in texture such as those described here add variety to the piece, even as instrumentation 

stays thick.  For an audience who sees the piece performed live, changes in texture also add 

interest to the experience of watching the music.  One particularly notable section is from m. 83-

94 (see figure 4).  Here, instruments are grouped in pairs.  From m. 83-88, the violins function as 

a unit which puts musical material forth; the viola and cello function as a unit that imitate the  
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Figure 4 – From m. 89-94, a 2-vs.-2 texture is used.  The sul ponticello tremolos juxtaposed against 

harmonics create groupings of instruments which are clearly different from the groupings that precede 

this excerpt. 

 

material that the violins played originally.  At measure 89, the pairs change.  Now, the first violin 

and cello play sul ponticello tremolos and long tones while the second violin and viola play 

invserionally imitative harmonics.  A truncated version of this section returns from the pickup to 

m. 105-110—this time, groupings are kept the same, but roles are reversed:  First, the viola and 

cello put material forth, which the violins imitate.  Then, the groups change.  The viola and 

second violin function as a unit to play sul ponticello backing as first violin and cello play 

imitative lines on harmonics.  Quick-to-change methods of grouping add interest to sections 
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where no melody is present.  This interest can easily be perceived aurally and visually, which 

allows the audience to enjoy the textures regardless of the harmonies within them.  As noted, 

continuous melodies are usually stated alone against the jagged accompaniment; counter-

melodies are also often played.  However, there is only one moment in the piece where two 

instruments play the same melody at the same time.  From m. 207-212, the cello and viola play 

the third theme in harmony (see figure 5).  The rarity of this texture in the work makes the 

moment extremely special and engaging. 

 

Figure 5 – This excerpt from m. 207-212 shows the viola and violoncello (violins are not shown) playing 

the third theme in “harmony.”  The rarity of such a texture makes the moment special. 

 

My writing up to this point has left holes in my argument that could be used to construct 

counterarguments against my thesis; I will now address these holes individually. One 

counterargument could note how Schoenberg’s harmonic manipulations serve as the driving 
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force behind the creation of the broader visceral elements.  For example, Haimo and Johnson 

(1984) laud the passage from m. 25-28 in the quartet as a genius use of isomorphic hexachordal 

partitioning to split one row between multiple voices while also stating the row linearly in each 

voice.  Such partitioning requires the use of counterpoint.  Under this view, removing 

Schoenberg’s harmony from an analysis is to remove the work’s core.  I would respond by 

saying that an audience experiencing Schoenberg’s work will only respond to the product itself 

and not the process through which the product was created.  Another counterargument could 

state that audiences throughout history have rarely understood the full extent of a composer’s 

harmony, so removing an analysis of Schoenberg’s harmony from his work does not constitute 

grounds for a new thesis.  To this argument, I would note how the experience of listening to 

music is a combination of many factors, including both what an audience knows and can 

articulate and what an audience does not know and cannot articulate.  By removing an analysis 

of Schoenberg’s complex harmony from my writing, I am able to analyze the elements of his 

music that audiences can immediately understand—these elements make up a significant enough 

portion of Schoenberg’s music as to constitute their analysis.  Perhaps the most irrefutable 

counterargument is one that suggests the quartet, when viewed without reference to 

Schoenberg’s mature use of the twelve-tone method, is not interesting or enjoyable enough to be 

in the string quartet canon.  This counterargument is irrefutable because it places value in the 

subjective experience of listening to music, just as my current argument does.  Further research 

would look at why division over Schoenberg’s work persists, despite its genius and its 

enjoyability which I have described.  As it stands, this paper shows how Schoenberg’s work can 

be more fully understood through discussion of not only its objective intelligence but also its 

subjective emotional impact.  
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